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Introduction and Company Overview
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Recommendation

Delta is a sound company and global leader.  While the airline industry is ravaged by the virus 
– thus driving share prices down – Delta’s size and customer base uniquely positions it for a 

strong recovery, which makes this an opportune time to buy.  

Investment Thesis

Rationale
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Presently Undervalued due to COVID-19 and Will Remain Solvent
• Although DAL has lost more than 60% of its value since COVID-19 halted travel, its strong balance 

sheet going into 2020 will help it remain solvent compared to more highly levered companies.

Solid Business Model
• High revenue and competitive EBITDA margins contributed to Delta’s healthy financials in recent 

years. 

Competitive Advantages
• Delta is the clear industry leader.  The US government has already agreed on a bailout to ensure the 

company does not fail as a result of present conditions. 

Price Target: 
$32.02

42.5% upside to $22.47

Source: Company filings



Company Overview

Source: Company filings, Wall Street research
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Global Presence 

• Delta operates hubs in 16 airports worldwide and 
brings customers to over 300 destinations in more 
than 50 countries

• Over 200 million people fly with Delta each year
• Founding member of SkyTeam Alliance – an 

agreement of 20 airlines to work collectively to 
provide a seamless travel experience

• Fleet of more than 1,000 aircraft 

Two Year Stock Chart
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Key Characteristics 

• Largest airline company in the world with revenues 
consistently topping $5 billion per year

• Known for servicing business travel – especially 
domestically

• Employs nearly 90,000 full-time workers
• SkyMiles loyalty program encourages repeat 

customers 
• CEO Ed Bastian has been with the company for 

more than 20 years



Financials Overview
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2019 Revenue Breakdown

COVID-19 Financial Impacts Valuation Statistics, $ in millions

• Management predicts 90% hit to Q2 revenue
• As of April 3, burning $60M cash every day

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020E

EV/
EBITDA 3.8x 3.7x 2.9x 2.6x -

Revenue 39,450 41,138 44,438 47,007 17,045

EBITDA 7,952 8,210 7,583 8,913 (4346)

EBIT 6,224 6,175 5,459 6,650 (5660)

Net 
Income 4,195 3,205 3,935 4,767 (4472)

Main Cabin Ticket
46.6%

Business Cabin Ticket
31.9%

Loyalty Travel Awards
6.2%

Travel-Related Services
5.3%

Cargo
1.6%

Other
8.5%

Domestic Atlantic
Latin America Pacific

*Passenger Revenue

*Passenger Revenue by Region

Taking action:
• Requesting voluntary leaves of absence
• Pausing all capital projects
• Delaying nonessential maintenance
• 25% reduction in ground-based employee hours
• Skipping middle seat



Competitive Overview
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COVID-19 Impact on IndustryPorter’s Five Forces Analysis

As a highly concentrated industry, COVID-19 will likely cause smaller airlines to default
The Airline Industry in the United States

Source: IBISWorld, Washington Post, Business Insider, Delta.com 7

• Revenue declines depend on size and scope of airline: Smaller airlines 
stand to lose more, while larger airlines can better weather the storm

• While global decline in crude oil prices has cut down on fuel expenses, 
most airlines hedge these costs anyway major airlines continue to offer 
competitive ticket prices

• International airlines are not only sensitive to the American economy 
reopening, but the global economy

• International travel is down 90%, while domestic travel is down 80%

Supplier Power 
Moderate
Ø Oil/fuel prices 
Ø Labor costs ~40% of expenses
Ø Duopoly of Airbus and Boeing

Threat of New Entry - Low
Ø Capital intensive
Ø Economies 

of Scale

Buyer Power -
High

Ø Price sensitive 
Ø Easily switch airlines

Ø Increased by online booking

Threat of Substitution –
Moderate
Ø Rail, water, auto

Ø Low-cost 
airlines

Competitive Rivalry
Ø High fixed costs intensifies 

quest to achieve market share 
and passengers

Ø High due to low-cost airlines

Market Share

84.4% of the market is dominated by four players
Delta controls nearly 18% of the entire market

Why Not Another Airline?

• Many have cited United and Delta as the two largest, most 
critical players in the industry that are “too big to fail”

• American Airlines has $21 billion in debt and has negative 
equity value

• United Airlines has higher debt levels, lower market share

• Smaller airlines, like Frontier and Spirit, are in complete 
survival mode and face solvency concerns

• Delta has a unique edge, even during normal business 
operations, that makes its brand uniquely positioned to thrive 
when travel resumes



The Delta Standard 

Source: Company Filings, WSJ “The Best and Worst U.S. Airlines of 2019”
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Delta Leads the Airline Industry

Leading Brand 2019 Industry Performance

• Delta’s long-standing reputation of 
professionalism, social responsibility, and 
reliability leaves them best positioned among the 
industry as the economy begins to recover.

AIRLINE OVERALL 
RANK

ON-TIME 
ARRIVALS

CANCELLED 
FLIGHTS

EXTREME 
DELAYS

2-HOUR 
TARMAC 
DELAYS

MISHANDLED 
BAGGAGE

INVOLUNTARY 
BUMPING COMPLAINTS

Delta 1 1 1 3 6 4 1 3
Alaska 2 2 4 1 5 6 5 2

Southwest 2 4 8 2 1 3 6 1
Allegiant 4 5 2 4 2 1 8 6
Frontier 7 9 5 8 3 2 7 8
United 8 7 7 7 8 8 2 5

American 9 6 9 6 9 9 9 7

*rankings out of top 9 major airlines, not all listed

“free flights for medical workers, cargo 
shipments of much-needed medical 

supplies, and repatriating thousands of 
people worldwide back to their homes”  -
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NYSE: DAL NASDAQ: AAL NASDAQ: UAL NYSE: LUV

Delta American United Southwest

Market Cap Revenue



Investment Thesis
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Attractive Price Due to COVID-19

Source: Company filings, Wall Street research
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The Issues Facing Airlines

Government Bailout: CARES Act Relief Massive Discount

Serious market volatility driven by uncertainty

Poised to Recover 

2014 to February
• Fluctuations ranging 

$40-60 per share
• Trending higher in 

recent past
Now
• Down more than 50% 

from highs
• Current price unseen 

since 2013

“The program recognizes the decisive role Delta 
and our industry – which supports more than 10 
million U.S. jobs and is an essential engine for the 
economy – will play in leading the recovery once 
the pandemic is contained.”

-CEO Ed Bastian, Delta 8-K

~$62

~$22

Airlines are vital to the economy – and thus rarely 
trade at such a discount. 

• Delta will receive $5.4 billion from the US Treasury
• $1.6 billion in the form of a 10-year low 

interest loan
• $3.8 billion will come as payroll grants 

designed to avoid lay-offs until at least 
October 

• U.S. will receive warrants to purchase 6.5 million 
shares of Delta common stock at a strike price of 
$24.39 with a 5-year maturity

• Eligibility for $4.6 bil in secured government loans

1

2

3

Fear of further spread from travel

Inherent inability to social distance on airplanes 



Relative to its peers and especially after considering market share and size, Delta is fit to 
weather the storm

Solvency and Liquidity

Source:Wall Street Journal 11

Total Debt to
Total Assets

Debt to
Equity

Interest 
Coverage

Current
Ratio

0.26 1.12 22.12 0.41

1.77 6.20 0.55

0.40 33.76 0.67

- 3.38 0.45

1.57 5.12 1.25

0.36

0.14

0.55

0.48

0.26 0.65 10.37 0.67



We expect Delta to be able to meet its current obligations, even going into the first half of 
2020

Solvency and Liquidity

Source: S&P Capital IQ 12

Maturity Date Seniority Amount Outstanding ($mm)

December 4, 2020 Senior Unsecured 450

April 19, 2021 Senior Unsecured 600

March 15, 2022 Senior Unsecured 1,000

• Raised $5.4 billion of capital since early March (secured term 
loan, closing aircraft sale leasebacks, issuing private aircraft 
mortgages to enhance liquidity)

• Drew down $3 billion under existing revolving credit facilities

• Reduced planned capital expenditures by more than $3 billion

• Extended payment terms with airports, vendors and lessors

• Suspended shareholder returns, including the Company’s stock 
repurchase program and future dividend payments

• Cut cash burn by 50% by end of June

• “The decade of work we put into the balance sheet to lower debt and 
build unencumbered assets has been critical to our success in raising 
capital and we expect to end the June quarter with approximately $10 
billion in liquidity”

Expense Management Balance Sheet, Cash and Liquidity

• Expenses will decrease by 50%, or $5billion, over prior 
year due to reduced capacity, lower fuel and cost initiatives

• Parking more than 650 aircraft, consolidating operations

• Instituting a company-wide hiring freeze and offering 
voluntary leave options with 37,000 employees taking short-
term unpaid leave

• Reducing salary expense through pay reductions for 
executive management and reduced work schedules across 
organization



Here to Stay

Source: NetAdvantage
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Delta Can Make a Comeback

Trends Moving Forward Stable Outlook

For now:
• Delta will receive substantial relief from CARES Act 

to deliver paychecks and alleviate liquidity 
constraints.

In the long run:
• Air travel will resume without a doubt. Delta has 

fortified its market position enough over time to 
have no issue enduring the short-term acute pain of 
COVID-19 felt across the board.
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Delta’s stock 
price made a full 

recovery—and 
more—during the 

2008-09 crisis, 
all within a year.

Consumers
more cautious

Economy
recovering

Industry 
consolidation

Delta is most
reliable airline

Air travel ramps 
back up

Acquisition 
opportunities



Delta’s superior customer service, operations, brand credibility, and partnerships will prove vital in ensuring 
its solvency and ability to rebound when travel resumes

Delta’s Evolving Competitive Advantage

Sources: Delta.com
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• Investment grade balance sheet going into 2020

• Most profitable airline during normal business 
operations

• In the past five years, Delta raised its dividend by 
nearly 350%, the largest increase among the major U.S. 
airlines

• Delta grew its net income and free cash flow (FCF) 
more than Southwest, United, or American Airlines over 
the past three years

• If airlines must shrink and adjust, Delta is in the best 
position for reducing and altering operations. 

• They the oldest average fleet age, so it’s also not as 
destructive for them to retire planes early. Delta’s strategy 
has long been to keep older planes and just 
maintain them well

• Already employing internal teams to determine the best 
and healthiest ways to fly going forward

Preparing for the Future of Travel

Continuous Fleet and Operational Advantage

During COVID-19
• Taking most aggressive stance on cutting expenses and mitigating risk

• Delta supplies more domestic flights than United and American, who 
likely be slower to recover because of international overexposure

• Continues to leverage its lucrative partnership with American Express, 
who may deliver them cash during this liquidity crunch

• If Delta were to trade solely based on the value of its fleet, it would trade at 
$30/share, compared to the roughly $23 it trades at now

Before COVID-19
• Whereas most airlines spend big $$$ on new planes, Delta buys a mix of 

new and used planes and retrofits them

• Their strong Delta TechOps maintenance team is the best in the 
business, which allows them to extend the life of their airplanes and 
assemble for business faster than other airlines

• Delta has no Boeing 737 Max exposure, which has caused fleet 
shortages and delays for virtually every other major airline



Recommendation

Delta (NYSE: DAL) is the strongest airline and an integral part of the US economy.  It is 
presently undervalued due to current events – and has tremendous upside in the future.  

Therefore, we recommend a buy.  

Final Recommendation
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Base Case: 
$32.02

42.5% upside to $22.47

Upside Case: 
$46.47

106.8% upside to $22.47

Downside Case: 
$18.28

-18.7% downside to $22.47
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Case Selection and Share Price Snapshot
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Income Statement
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Operations Build
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Quarterly Operations Build
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Balance Sheet
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Cash Flow Statement
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Property, Plant, and Equipment
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Equity Schedule
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Net Working Capital
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Debt Schedule
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Weighted Average Cost of Capital
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Discounted Cash Flow Analysis
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